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has been greatly broadened and deepened by
The purpose and scope of this paper are indicated in the two recentdevelopments:geophysicson the one
summaryat the end.
hand and adequate photographic and other
instrumentalstudy of the lunar surface on the
INTRODUCTION
other. Some selenographers claim that the
GEOLOGY,a study of planetary evolution, is visible59 per cent of the moon's surfaceis better
itselfin evolution; the plunge of this compara- mapped than the earth's surface as a whole.
tively young science into the unknown has We now know of startlingcontrasts of topobrought many pearls of ascertained truth,but graphic formin the two bodies-of remarkably
for every major principle established at least few similaritiesamong the details. Since Galione new major problem has cropped out. leo's day manv astronomershave been unduly
Even new techniques have to be learned and stressing similarityof topographic forms and
applied. An outstanding!illustrationis found similarityof genesis of those forms. A large
in the attempt to determinethe amount and numberof astronomersas well as some geologists
distributionof the earth's internalenergy,par- have regardedmost of the 30,000 visible pits on
ticularlythe heat. This fundamentalquestion the lunar surfaceas volcanic vents whose energy
is forcingstudents of geological dynamics into residedin the heat and gas of the interior. Pubthe fieldof cosmogony. Whatever be the role lished in 1895, the classic paper by Grove Karl
of radioactivity in rocks, it is clear that the Gilbert,one of the keenest observersand most
importanceof primitiveheat must be valued. logical thinkerswho have worked in earth sciWhere there is so much darkness every ray of ence, contained a powerful argument for the
light is welcome, and it was with sure instinct very differentimpact or bombardmenttheory
that Eduard Suess and Thomas Chrowder ofthe lunarpits,whichneverthelesswillprobably
ago soughtnew light longcontinueto bear theunluckyname i'craters."
Chamberlina half-century
fromcosmogonyand fromcomparisonof earth
Thus today selenographersare divided into
and moon. These mastersand others,later on, two groups. One emphasizes internal influhave been asking a multiple question: what ences as shaping the rugged moon; the other
relation have theories of the moon's origin to emphasizes externalinfluences. This difference
problems concerning: (1) terrestrialvolcanism, of judgment-is likely to persistuntil the origin
igneous action in general; (2) the differentiationof both earth and moon has been finallyestabof sialic and simatic shells of the outer earth;' lished. No thoroughlysatisfactorytheory of
(3) the theorvof isostasy in explanationof the those beginningsand of the solar systemin genI "Sial" is mnemonic for rock or rock-melt which is
eral is yet in sight. However,some astronomers
relatively rich in silica and alumina (plus alkalies).
and geophysicists have most satisfaction in
"Sima" is mnemonic for rock or rock-meltwhich is rela- assumingan initiallygaseous state forthe earth,
tively rich in silica and magnesia (with little or no alkali).
and this idea seems to furnishthe best basis for
Sialic material, typified by granite, is less dense than
thoughtabout the evolution of the earth-moon
peridotite.
or
basalt
by
simatic material,typified
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problem, it does not preclude a gaseous state
for a planet which was formedby the collision
of two large masses segregatedin the nebula.
A morecompletelistingof the manypublished
cosmogonicschemesis not needed to enforcethe
conclusionthat, accordingto the more stalwart
of these hypotheses,each of the existingplanets
was initiallyhot enough to be gaseous. At any
rate let us make this assumption,thus cutting
PUBLISHED IDEAS OF "ULTIMATE" ORIGIN
the Gordianknotof uncertainties,and thenwith
What was the earth like at its birth? No at- that assumptiontrace the evolutionoftheearthtemptwill herebe made to canvass all the possi- moon systemin a speculativeway.
bilitiessuggestedby studentsof this controverBecause of radiativeand adiabatic coolingthe
sial subject, but a briefword about the latest smaller planets condensed to liquid, rotating
ideas is not out of place.
globes,each, throughrapid molecularflightinto
Since the beginningof the present century space, having been reduced to a mass much
cosmogonistshave taken seriouslythe specula- smaller than it had when in the initial,gaseous
tion that by the close approach of, or actual state. In his book, The Earth,Jeffreys
showed
collisionwith,a visitingstar,the sun, or possibly it to be doubtfulthat the moon could have come
a companionof the sun,or all threeof these,lost into being throughcondensationfroma mass of
enough gaseous substance to build our planets stellargas whichhad neverbeen part of a larger,
and satellites. The speculation was at once trulyplanetarymass. He supportsthe view of
adversely criticizedon the ground that a close astronomersin general that the partneringof
approach of a wanderingstar to the sun is ex- earthand moondemandsa special explanationtremely improbable, but this objection loses one quite different
fromany that may prove to
some of its forceif,as reported,the stars of our be truefortheothersatellitesof thesolar system.
galaxy were formerlymuch closer togetherthan
The most elaborate attempt to account for
now and correspondingly
more liable to mutual our own satellitewas made by George H. Darclose approaches. What appears to be a more win, using the resultsof his study of the moon's
stubborntroublehas been indicated by Lyman motions. He proved that, before it began its
Spitzer (1939). His reasoning,summarizedby spirallingjourneyaway fromthe earth (because
Whipple (1941: 237), is that gas tornout of the of tidal friction),the centersof the two globes
stin,in mass equal to our planets and satellites, were no more than two or three earth-radii
would be so hot (compare Russell, 1935: 111) apart, the day then being about fourhourslong
that it would explode and with such velocityof and a littleshorterthan the month. The neardispersal as to forbidcondensationto planetary ness of the bodies was such that Darwin (1908:
forms;the gas would be completelydissipated 455) thoughtit natural to suspect the moon to
in the depths of space. However, Whipple have been originallypart of the earth. This
suggestsa possibleway out of the difficulty:
dis- suspicionof the great geophysicistis indeed one
sipating explosionwould not occur if the solar of the importantreasons for the writingof the
disruptionwere relativelyslow, and he believes presentpaper.
it wise to retainthe hypothesisof stellardisrupDarwin took the angular momentumof the
tion for our planetarysystem.
earth-moonsystemat the epoch of theirseparaTwo othermodernexplanationsof that system tion to be the same as the total angular momenmay be mentioned. That of N6lke (1930, 1931) tum at the presenttime, as it had to be if the
also demands a gaseous state and hightempera- systemhas kept constantmass and has not unture foreach planet at its birth. The stillmore dergone dynamical interferencefrom outside.
recenthypothesisof Weisacker(see last footnote With a four-hourperiod of rotation the earth
of the present paper) derives the planetary was stable, even when liquid at the
surface.2
systemfroma cool nebula revolvingaround the
2
Darwin took no account of the high probability that
sun, the nebular material being gravitatively
segregated into many rotating, solid bodies. the earth's iron core had already been separated fromthe
silicate mantle at the epoch he was considering,but this
Even if Weisacker's suggestionshould be found omission
is in principle not
in itself for decision
to give the best solution to the long-standing as to the possibilityof fissionessential
by tidal resonance.
system. The presentpaper is chieflyconcerned
with the hypothesis that some or all of the
moon's material was torn out of the young
earth. New variants of the fissiontheory as
well as a capture hypothesisare to be described
and then tested by the facts known about the
composition, density, topography, and other
characteristicsof our satellite.
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To eject the moon by centrifugalforcealone the be tornto pieces by the earth's tidal force." He
period of its rotationwouldIhave been no more did not clearly indicate how the pieces could
than about three hours, but such rotational ever have been agglomeratedto formthe existing
velocitycould not be reconciledwith the neces- ltnar globe.
N6lke (1931: 56) has offereda thirdobjection:
sity forconstancyof angularmomentumbelonging to the system.3 Darwin thoughtthat actual even if the crown of the exaggerated tide were
separation of the two bodies might have been tornoff,this mass would have to fall back into
brought about if the considerable rotational the earth.
Althoughit is probablethat the tide-resonance
strain correspondingto a four-hourday were
much increased by resonant upbuildingof the explanation of the moon must be discarded,
solar tides in the young,liquid earth. He sup- Darwin's investigationis of permanent value.
posed resonanceto have added tidal amplitude givingresultsas importantas they are secure in
to tidal amplitude in long successionuntil from principle. He found for us the amount and
the mountingbulge liquid silicate flewoffand distributionof angular momentumin the earthmoon system.4 As already observed, he disthe globular moonbecame by self-gravitation
the clear fact that the tw'obodies were
covered
a separate body.
This brilliantly expounded hypothesis ac- once close together,and he showed why they
counts well for the extraordinarilyhigh mass separated so far-at firstrapidlyand then with
ratio of moon to earth when compared with all increasingslowness. He showedwhy we can see
other ratios of satellite to primaryin the solar only 59 per cent of the moon's surface,and he
system; and also accounts well for the proved firmlyfounded the premise on which Jeffreys
close approach of the infant moon's orbit to (1929: 229) has so well explained the moon's
perfect circularity. MIoreover, Jeffreyshas elongationtoward our planet. All these detershown how Darwin's essential idea mightbe a minations are full of meaning for the moon
basis for explaining the mean densitv of the problem.
What condition other than tidal resonance
moon and the apparent fact that, unlike earth,
could have brought about the separation of
Venus, and Miars,the moon has no iron core.
But there is an obvious and formidabledif- much or all of the moon's substance fromthe
ficulty:could the terrestrialliquid have mobility young earth? Was the primarycondition inenough to give the required elongation at the ternal or external? To neither query can a
equator? To produce the fission the tidal definiteanswer now be given, but the writer,
bulge, with height of more than four hundred feelingkeenlythe importanceof both forhis own
miles,had to be built up and annulled everv two scienceof geology,offersherewithsome speculahours. Recent experimentson organic liquids tions which may possibly engage the attention
and on one hot glass (borate) show that with of betterjudges of theirmerits.
such guesses must be foundedon
M1anifestlv
increase of all-sided pressurethe frictionopposof the earth's beginning.
conception
a
general
ing internalshear rises accordingto logarithmic
mobility Together with a stellar origin, initial gaseous
laws, so that one must doubt sufficient
for the shells of the voung earth. This doubt state, and correspondinghigh temperature,it
whenJeffreys
(1930: 169) made is assumed that the terrestrialgas-ball was
was strengthened
chemically a mixture of stony-meteoriteand
a quantitativestudy of the subject.
iron-meteoritematerial with much hydrogen
a
difficulty
second
faces
hvpothesis
Darwin's
if his mathematicalanalysisbe taken to provean and helium;and that the initialmass was several
distance of only 9,000 times that of the existingearth-moonsystem,
initial, center-to-center
miles between earth and separated lunar ma- the excess having been lost by molecular flight
terial (see Russell, 1935: 129). Darwin (1908: into space and perhaps also by catastrophic
359) pointed out that "if the moon were to re- explosion.
(1929: 35) has shown reason to think
Jeffreys
volve at a distance of less than 2.86 [earth-]
of such a massive gas-ball
the
liquefaction
that
radii,or 11,000miles [Roche's limit], she would
would be guaranteedmore by surfaceradiation
3 Ross Gunn (Jour. Franklin Institute213: 655, 1932)
than by adiabatic expansion and cooling. He
has recomputed the length of the day just before fission supposes liquefactionto have been a straightand found it to be 4.1 hours; he also concluded that the
liquid earth would have been unstable if its day were 3.3
hours long.

4 The revolvingmoon now carries 4.82 times the angular
momentumof the rotating earth.
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forwardprocess, liquid droplets formedin the
chilledgas fallingto the centerof the ball, there
to accumulate until the whole became liquid
except foran atmosphereof trivial mass. The
droplets of iron, olivine, and other substances
with high boiling-pointswere the firstto appear
and sink toward the center. Droplets of compounds with lower "points" for boiling were
formedlater and in general were endowed with
densitiessmaller than those of the firstcrop of
droplets. For both reasons it would seem inevitable that the planet, when wholly liquid,
was stratifiedby intrinsic (chemically determined) density. This type of layering could
hardly favor deep convection; yet Jeffreys
assumes cooling by thermalconvection and consequent pressure-crystallization
of the whole
silicate mantle, the solidificationbeginningat
the bottomand rapidlyextendingto the surface.
His theoreticalscheme implies that, just before
the moon became a revolvingpartnerwith the
earth,the planet had at mostonlya slightexcess
of mass over its presentmass; that the day was
about four hours long; and that thereforethe
rotationof the earthwas too slow forejectionof
material ultimatelyconstitutingthe moon as a
coherent,independentbody.
If that evolutionaryscheme be adopted, the
partneringof the moon must be ascribed to an
agency external to the condensingbut already
liquefied earth. Such an agency will be suggestedlater,but beforehandit may not be amiss
to speculateas to whether,because of an internal
conditionof the earth, the moon was torn out
when the planet was still largelygaseous-that
is, at a stage earlier than the one chosen by
Darwin.
Whetherthe agency was externalor internal,
it will be supposed to have operated when the
earth was surfacedwith a thick layer of ultrabasic liquid (with compositionmuch like that of
the average achondriticmeteorite),and thus at
a time before the graniticand basaltic earthshellswere differentiated.
INTERNAL INCENTIVE TO FISSION

According to our basal assumptions the terrestrialgas-ball had at the beginningof its history the followingcharacteristics:(1) a high
proportionof hydrogenand helium,in whichthe
materialsof the silicate mantle and iron core of
the existingearth (these having the composition
of meteorites)were "diluted"; (2) a correspondingexcessofmass; (3) internaltemperaturemuch

107

higherthan that due merelyto the self-compression of the ball ;5 (4) rotation about an axis
highlyinclinedto the plane of revolutionaround
the sun. (Compare Daly, 1943.)
Without delay threemajor changes would be
expected: dissipation by molecular flight of
most of the hydrogenand helium into space;
condensationof the residual gas; and formation
of liquid droplets of metallic iron and silicate
having high boiling-points,to be followed by
droplets of silicates with lower boiling-points.
To picturecorrectlythe details of general condensation is beyond the writer'spower, but it
seems reasonable to suppose that there was a
stage when a surface layer of liquid was in
floatingequilibriumon iron-richand therefore
denser materialin the criticalstate, and this to
the centerof the ball.6 Let us assume that the
liquid layerwas a fewhundredsof kilometersin
thickness,the mean radius of the innerspheroid
of "supercriticalgas" being about 8,000 kilometersand thus 1,600 kilometersgreater than
the mean radius of the earthat present. Let us
suppose that, as a result of the condensation,
the periodofrotationhad by now been shortened
to about three hours. Darwin's mathematical
analysis shows that the ball would be unstable,
a large mass of the liquid being thrownoffat
some point in the equatorial zone. The sudden
releaseof pressureon the supercriticalgas in the
same earth-sectorwould cause this material to
flash into highlyexplosive gas. Once started,
the explosionwould lead to the eviscerationof
the whole equatorial zone.7 The explosion
would be likelyto eject both liquid and gaseous
substances at speeds above the escape velocity
correspondingto the attractionof the original
spheroid,and exceedingin still greatermeasure
the escape velocitycorrespondingto the attraction of the residual planetarymass.
Afterthe explosion the residual mass would
assume the formof a stable spheroidbecause of
equatorwardflowofliquid fromthe polarsectors,
5 N6lke (1931: 65) estimates the initial temperature
at
the center of the earth-ball at somethinglike 50,000?C.
6 At this stage we have an analogy with the pictures
of
the existing earth as drawn by Gunther (1897: 358) and
Arrhenius(1900).
7Nolke (1931: 65, 67) has suggested that under certain
circumstancesthe cooling and condensation of a planetary
gas-ball would not be a straightforward
process dominated
by radiation froma spheroidal surfacebut would be interrupted by catastrophic explosion of the body, with of
course great, thoughtemporary,acceleration of the cooling
by both adiabatic and radiative means.
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wherethe liquid had had low rotationalvelocity. triggeredoffby local, preliminaryexplosionand
Let it be assumed that, when equilibriumwas expulsionof matterthroughheatingby collision
established, the mass of the diminishedearth with a planetoid which arrivedwith great relahad become about equal to the existingmass, tive velocityr. It is thought that such a preexplosion could relieve the deep-lying
that the day had been lengthenedto fourhours, liminarvr
and that the spheroid was still liquid at the supercritical material from enough weightsurface. These conditions are those accepted pressure to cause it to flash into the gaseous
by Darwin for the epoch when the moon was state, with evisceration,loss of mass, and reduction of planetary rotation, as imagined in
close to the earth.
Some individual masses of the liquid matter hypothesisno. 1. To formulatethis no. 2 hyejected duringthe explosionwould be expected pothesis we have piled speculative Pelion on
to have travelledwithless than the escape veloc- speculativeOssa and in so doinghave encountered
ity correspondingto the attractionof the orig- new mental trouble. For example, it would be
inal ball, but would not fallback and be absorbed hardly possible to tell the proportionsof the
byr the diminishedearth, with much smaller moon's mass assignable to fragmentedplanetoid
power of attraction. Such fragmentswould and fragmentedearth respectively.
Obviouslyeitherhypothesisno. 1 or hypothethereforeremainin permanentrevolution. The
largestof the earth fragmentswould attractand sis no. 2 can be formulatedwith a good deal of
in the courseof timeabsorb smallerones untilan elasticityin the assignmentof masses,velocities,
independent,revolvingspheroidwith the dimen- and temperatureswithout destroyingall worth
sions of the moon would be developed. On of the speculation. The same is true of still
account of its small size the moon would soon be another fundamentalassumption,the terms of
crustedand its solid surfacewould become pock- which have been elaborated from a directive
given in a personal letterfromProfessorH. N.
marked with late-comingearth-fragments.
The orbits of many other earth-fragments Russell. He suggestedthat it might be worth
sent flyingby the explosionwould undergoper- while to study the question whetherthe main
turbationsand ultimatelyfall into the planet, part of the moon's substance represents a
which, because of its great size and inherited planetoid which,afterstrikingthe earth with a
high temperature,would still be liquid at the glancing,damagingblow,was captured. Acting
surfaceand thus would bear no permanentscars on that hint,the writerhas developed hypothesis no. 3, with the followingadditional postuof such bombardment.
In review, the guess that the earthcarried lates: that at the epoch concernedthe earth had
writhinitself the potential for the birth of the practicallyits present mass and was liquid at
moon is seen to be no morethan a hypothesisad the surface;that the planetoidhad directmotion
hoc. One of its chiefpurposesis to reconcilethe and struckthe earthat or near the equator; and
idea of fissionby rotationalinstabilitywith the that fragmentswere torn off directly by the
deficiencyof angular momentumin the existing visitor,along with others ejected because of an
earth-moonsystem-a deficiencydemonstrated explosionresultingfromthe collision.
A preliminaryword about the nature of the
by Darwin. To make the reconciliation,the
(1929: 28) found
chain of pure assumptions, all incapable of planetoidis in order. Jeffreys
about 2,000
than
smaller
radius
with
mind.
planet
no
of
ease
for
directverification,is too long
To illustratethe truththat otherguesses about kilometers-200 kilometers greater than the
the geneticrelationbetweenplanet and satellite lunar radius could be formedby the condensashould be put into competition,the writeroffers tion of gas derivedfromthe sun or similarstar.
two other conceivable solutionsto the problem. The telescope shows how few are the known
Each of these ascribes the separation of the bodies with radii exceeding 2,000 kilometers,
lunar material from the earth because of an and Bode's law provides no place for a planet
whose orbit is now situated between the orbits
externalinfluence.
of earth and Mars or betweenthose of earthand
EXTERNAL INCENTIVE TO FISSION
Venus. It is thereforenot easy to think that
Accordingto the firstof the alternativesolu- the collidingplanetoid as such had independent
tions, the conditions of hypothesis no. 1 are existencefromthe beginningof the solar system.
assumed, but the evisceratingexplosion of the With more plausibilityour planetoid may be
superheatedgas is now supposed to have been supposed to have originated during Jupiter's
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tidal disruptionof the planet whose debris is
now partly representedby the asteroids (see
Jeffreys,
1918: 435), or else to have originated
when this parentplanet blew itselfto pieces (see
Russell, Dugan, and Stewart, 1926: 357). The
hypothesisof tidal disruptionhas some support
fromthe considerationthat, if the parentof the
asteroids did approach Jupiter so closely, the
orbit of the parent around the sun was highly
ellipticaland its path would have to pass within
the earth's orbit. In a personal interviewProfessorWhipple noted a second possibility:that
the odds in favorof the collisionmighthave been
increasedif at that time the earthwere near the
aphelion of an orbit more elliptical than its
present orbit around the sun. It is of course
conceivable that more than one asteroidentered
the gravitational fields of both earth and
youngermoon and were absorbed by these two
bodies.8
The firsteffectof the impact of the "planetoid" on the liquid earthwould be violentsplashing all around the locus of contact, and each
splash would have largecomponentsof its velocity in the horizontal and vertical directions.
(Compare the effectsof shell-fireon a military
targetas describedby Cranz and Becker, 1921:
445.) Also violentwould be similardispersalof
fragmentscaused by gaseous explosion if the
"planetoid" had a large fractionof the moon's
presentmass. Supposingthe infallto have been
at the minimum velocity, namely, that due
merelyto the earth's attractionor 11 kilometers
per second, the heat developed would have
sufficedto raise the temperatureof the planetoid
by about 40,000? C. if this heat were evenlydistributed throughit. But in fact most of the
heat would have to be concentratedat the interface between the two bodies, for along that
interface would be the maximum of plastic
deformation. Hence it does not seem wild to
assume a temperatureof at least 100,000?C. on
both sides of the interface. Such heatingmeans
volatilization of much material in this region.
Althoughthe depth to whichthe planetoidpenetrated must be an uncertainquantity, we can
easily suppose that, even with a collisionof the
slicingkind, the locus of volatilizationwould be
8 If the "planetoid" were one of the
asteroids, its mass
was additional to the total forthe visible asteroids. By so
much would we be better able to account forthe fact that
the total mass of known asteroids is far smaller than the
minimummass required on the theoryof planetaryderivation fromthe sun (see Jeifreys,1929: 28, 62).

109

far below the planetarysurface. At this depth
would be located mostof the explosiveenergy.
The explosion would drive out terrestrial
material into a limited belt ringed about the
planetoid. . Many of the initially liquid fragmentswould be swept along by the visitoras it
left its grazing contact with the earth, and by
mutual gravitationwould fall into the planetoid
remnant, ultimately developing a revolving
body withthemass of theexistingmoon. There
seemsto be no a prioriobjectionto the idea that
the new satellite was at firstlargelyor wholly
liquid, or to the suppositionthat afterthe crusting of the moon it was bombarded by latewhich left,permanent
coming earth-fragments
recordin the formof the visible lunar "craters."
This third hypothesisshares difficultiesconnected with currenttheoryabout the development of the solar system as a whole, and has
troublesmore peculiar to itself. First,we have
to consider how small is the chance that an
asteroid or planetoid of any other originwould
strikethe earth near the equator. On the other
hand, as Jeffreys(1929: p. 37) points out, our
moon is unique among all the satellites of the
solar system,and it seems allowable to postulate
such a highlyspecializedconditionforthemoon's
origin. Secondly, it is natural to think that a
satellitewhich in large part representscaptured
materialshould have had an initialorbitof considerableellipticity;ifso, theproblemofexplaining the reductionto the approximatecircularity
of the lunar orbit emerges. Here too thereis a
theoreticalsolution of the difficulty:appeal to
the same "resistingmedium" by which cosmogonists now account for the approximate circularityof the planetaryorbits.
In passing,it may be remarkedthat those two
difficulties
do not exist in the case of hypotheses
nos. 1 and 2. On thecreditside, however,no. 3
seems to afforda betterbasis foraccountingfor
the reported (though not fully demonstrated)
triaxialityof the sealevel figureof the earth.
Like the other two hypotheses it avoids the
difficultyemphasized by Darwin: it offersexplanation of the earth-moonsystem in spite of
the fact that the angular momentum of the
system is now too small for the fissionof a
planet with a four-hourday and the mass of the
existing system.
EARTH-FRAGMENT HYPOTHESIS

Three guesses have been made as we have
ranged over a wide fieldof mystery. We have-
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met uncertaintiesat every turn, and the most tion may have developed homologousshells just
vital is the possibilitythat a thoroughlycon- below the surfaceof the moon; if so, the results
trasted fourthguess mighthit the truth. Per- of the optical testsfindratherdirectexplanation,
haps, however, our speculative exploration though the uppermost,"sialic" layer may not
makes more tolerable the idea of catastrophe, be quite so high in silica as the graniticshell of
followed bv the infall of terrestrialfragments the earth. In any case we should expect the
into, and during the growthof, the moon. In surfacematerialof the moon,exposed to the low
any case let us accept the idea as correct,while gravitationalpressurein our satellite and made
leavingwide-opena choice among the conditions rapidlyviscid throughfreeradiation of heat, to
that led to the expulsionof fragmentsfroman be vesicularto this day.
In any of its formsthe catastrophehypothesis
earth liquid at the surface-fragments later
conglomerated to make the independent, re- as here presentedimplies the absence of a volvolvingmoon. Then let us see how this "earth- umetricallyimportantiron core in the moon-a
fragmenthypothesis" agrees with the facts of fact demonstratedby the mean density of the
selenography, geophysics, and geochemistry. body.
Anothersupportingfact is foundin the shape
Here the jungle of uncertaintiesis not quite so
of the moon. According to leading geodesists
thick.
First, the compositionof the moon demands the sealevel figureof the earth approaches that
attention. Our fundamentalassumption as to of a triaxial ellipsoid, one with an elliptical
the meteoriticcompositionof the earth makes it equator. Such a figuremeans that the deeper
easy to believethat,at the momentof fission,the and greaterpart of the planet is capable of reconsiderableshearing-stresses.
thicksuperficial,liquid shell yieldingmuchor all sistingindefinitely
of the moon's substance was "peridotitic"and The requiredstrengthmay well be attributedto
of thatpart ofthe silicate
held considerable volatile matter in solution. pressure-crystallization
If freedof gas and crystallizedat the pressureof mantle which lies between the iron core and a
one atmosphere the material would have a level somewherebetween 500 and 1,000 kilodensity close to 3.33, the mean density of the metersfromthe surface. From this level to the
moon at present. If a part of the moon repre- base of the lithosphereat average depth of about
sents a captured asteroid, that part mightwell 70 kilometersis an asthenosphericlayer still too
have now the densityof Eros or Ceres, again not hot for complete crystallization. Now the
farfrom3.33, a suggestedvalue which,however, solid figureof the moon also approaches a trihas not yet been actually proved for these two axial form. "From Hayn's discussionit appears
bodies. The internalpressureof the moon in- that the equatorial diametersof the moon differ
creases the one-atmospheredensity of its ma- by about one third of a mile, while the polar
terial by about 0.1, but we may expect this in- diameteris fullya mile less than the shorterof
crease to be largelyor quite offsetby vesicularity, these" (quotation from Russell, Dugan, and
due to the sudden release of dissolved gas, as Stewart,1926: 170).
has given the only good explanation
Jeffreys
bubbles, in the flyingfragmentsfrom which
yetofferedforthisdepartureof the moon's figure
much of the lunar globe was developed.
From measurementsof the polarizationangles fromthat of an oblate spheroid in fluid equiof the moon's surface, Lyot (1929: 140) of librium. He assumes that fora relativelyshort
France and Pettit and Nicholson of the Mount but sufficienttime the infantmoon was either
Wilson Observatory, as reported by Wright liquid at the surfaceor but thinlycrusted. Us(1935: 113 and 1938: 67), foundthe surfacema- ing the theoryof tidal frictionproduced by the
terial to react like volcanic ash or pumice. powerfultides set up by the earth's attraction,
From the measuredrates of coolingand heating he calculated an approximatedate forthe stereduringand aftereclipses a vitreous(pumiceous) otypingof the tidal bulge to which the moon's
conditionwas suggestedto Wright,whose com- triaxialityis to be referred. He found that the
mitteeis carryingon the most thoroughinvesti- bulge, containingthe longest equatorial diameter and centeringin that face of the satellite
gation of the moon vet undertaken.
was to point toward the earth,
henceforth
which
In the course of time the stony-meteorite
when moon and earth were
in
position
fixed
was
differentibecame
mantle
materialof the earth's
the
ated into the granitic,basaltic, and peridotitic about 140,000 kilometers (30 per cent of
at
apart.
orbit
present)
lunar
the
of
radius
mean
layers of the presentdayr. Similar differentia-
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classification. For this conclusionthereis little
convincingargument. In its support emphasis
has been placed on a fanciedhomologywith the
greaterterrestrialdepressionsdue to major volcanic explosions, and also with the volcanic
sinks (unfortunately named "calderas") of
Hawaii.
The firstof theseclaims to truehomologyis at
once suspectwhen one comparesthe characteristic asymmetryin the ground-plansof these terrestrial"craters" (calderas) of eviscerationwith
the high degree of symmetryfor the lunar depressions. Other contrasts are found in great
disparityof size, in relative abundance, and in
LUNAR TOPOGRAPHY
distribution over the respective surfaces of
Finally, the suggestedmode of genesiswill be planet and satellite. In none of these respects
consideredin relationto the reliefof the moon. is volcanism of the explosive type a good exHere we have a wealth of facts,expressedin the planation for the many thousands of larger
books of Elger,Neison, Nasmythand Carpenter, "craters."
Shaler, Graff,Fisher, and others,as well as in
The suggestionof J. D. Dana (1846), followed
the magnificentphotographsof the moon taken by that of W. H. Pickering (1906), that the
at the Paris, Lick, and Mount Wilson Observa- Hawaiian sinks may more truly representthe
tories. Of unique value is the sumptuouslunar ringed depressionsof the moon is likewise unatlas of Loewy and Puiseux, representinga satisfactory. The Hawaiian sinks are surface
dozen years of photographicstudy at the Paris effectsof slumping, caused largely by withObservatory. The older, hand-drawnmaps of drawal of lava throughfissuresthat have been
Baer and Maedler, Schmidt, and others are opened in the mightylava-dome of Hawaii, this
historicallyimportantand of permanentvalue, withdrawal being possible because the high
but for many purposes not so useful as the elevation of the visible dome above the Pacific
photographs. The followingdiscussion will be floor affords the required condition for the
largely confined to the so-called "craters," drainingof lava fromthe active pipes or conrayed and unrayed,and the maria.
duits. In the moon there is no such difference
We have seen that, accordingto the favored of level to induce importantwithdrawalof lava
explanation of the moon's origin, its silicate in depth.
materialwas initiallyhot enough to be liquid at
The lava rings of Hawaii have the general
the surfaceand held much gas in solution; that shape of the larger "craters" of the moon, but
some freegas was presentin the terrestrialfrag- thislikenesscan hardlybe taken to mean similar
ments;and that lateron additionalgas was prob- origin. The lava rings,with diametersof a few
ably freed by the pressure-crystallization
of scores or hundredsof feet, representretaining
silicate in the depths of the lunar globe. It is dams built up by marginal chilling (solidificathereforenatural to look for signs of moderate tion) as the levels of the respectivelava lakes
volcanic action in the moon's topography. In slowlyrose. The more or less circulardam refact no otherexplanationseems so plausible for mainedas a ring-shapedridgeafterthe lake level
certain rows of small, alined pits, typifiedby finallysank away. The lake itselfwas kept liqthosein thevicinityof the Bulliadus and Stadius uid by lively "two-phase convection" in the
"craters." Such comparatively minute, sup- conduit which had a cross-sectionmuch smaller
posedly true craters are to be numbered in than the area of the lake. It seems out of the
scores if not in hundreds;yet theirtotal area is question that the moon could have kept issuing
but a small fractionof the visible surfaceof the gas at such a rate that any of the "craters,"
moon.
with individual areas thousands or tens of
Many selenographershave been inclined to thousandsof timesgreaterthan the area of any
accept a similaroriginforthe thousandsof much Hawaiian lava lake, wereflooredwithlakes made
greater depressions-walled plains, mountain- or kept liquid in the same way. Moreover,the
rings, crater-plains,and "craters" of Neison's circularridgesof the Hawaiian lava ringshave
At that comparativelyearly date enough of the
moon must have been crystallizedand thus become strong, to permit permanency for the
earth-directedbulge. Allowing for the speediin depthand therapidity
ness ofpressure-freezing
with whichso small a body cooled, one can well
see how that conditionwas met. Jeffreys'
success in solvinghis problemtends to corroborate
a leading premise of the presentwriter'scatastrophe hypothesis,namely, primitiveliquidity
and correlated high temperatureboth for the
earth and forthe matterwhich was ultimately
aggregatedto formthe moon's body.
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relativelysmooth longitudinalprofiles,in contrast to the wonderfullyjagged profilesof the
lunar rims.
It is particularlyhard to regard as volcanic
the numeroussmall pits which are sunk in the
high, massive rims of the larger "craters."
From the Loewy-Puiseux atlas the writerhas
made a list of 52 of such damaged rims. The
list is not completeand yet includes 10 per cent
of all the named "craters." The high rims are
among the last places on the moon where a
geologist would expect to find so many gas
vents.9
Further, the theory involving volcanic explosion is suspect because it fails to account for
the relatively low albedo of the lunar regions
which are crowded with "craters." At each of
these the explosionof gas broughtup fromthe
interiorof the moon should have led to the
depositionof abundant chlorides,sulphates,and
probablyfreesulphur. Whethersalt or element,
the sublimates reflectlight much better than
does pumice or any of the standard rocks,
whether comminuted or not. The observed
proportion of solar light reflected from the
"crater"-richareas is clearly not that expected
froma blanketofsublimates,widelyspread from
each of the many thousandsof "craters." Thus
once again a logical consequenceof the volcanic
hypothesisdoes not agree with fact.
The advocates of that hypothesishave paid
too little attentionto anotherfact: under even

the best conditionsfor seeing no selenographer
has been able to identifyunequivocally lava
flows that issued from any of the "craters."
The great spurs radiating from Copernicus,
Aristillus,and a fewothershave dimensionsof a
orderand findeasier explanation
quite different
as giganticsplashes of impact.
Gilbert (1895: 246) was one of the firstgeologists to attempt quantitative comparison between terrestrialvolcanic craters and lunar
"craters," with respect to abundance, size, and
form. Recommending caution in using the
firstcriterion,he wrote: "Had the terrestrial
cratersof all periodsbeen exempt,like those of
the moon,fromatmosphericand aqueous attack,
it is easy to imagine that they might now be
equally abundant." He foundthe strikingcontrast in diametersto be only in small part exvalues of gravityin the
plicable by the different
two bodies, while "in vertical dimensionsthere
is no importantdiscrepancy." Still more compellingreasonsfordiscardingthe volcanic theory
for the lunar "craters" were detailed when
Gilbert discussed the third criterion, form.
First, he consideredterrestrialvolcanoes of the
Vesuvian type,95 percentofall thevisiblevents.
Ninety-nineper cent of the Vesuvian volcanoes,
more or less conical piles, have the bottoms of
their craters higher than the corresponding
outer plains, while an equal proportionof the
lunar "craters" have their bottoms lower than
the surroundingplains. Further:

9 The old "blister" theorv of Hooke and Secchi can
hardly apply to these pits on the "crater" rims, and in
general, like the laccolithic theoryoriginatingwith Tomkins (1927) and recentlyapproved by Marshall (1943), has
little to commend it.
On the Oceanus Procellarum and on some of the maria
the lava surfaceat many points bears smooth,circular,or
elliptical domes whichhave major diametersof one to three
miles and heights of a few scores or hundreds of feet (see
Elger, 1895: 6; Shaler, 1903: 37, 38; Marshall, 1943: 424).
One mightbe temptedto thinkof the domes as homologues
of the low domes ("tumuli") so often seen on the earth's
basaltic flowsof the pahoehoe type. However, these last
rarely reach lengths exceeding sixty feet and their crests
are seldom as much as twentyfeet above the surrounding
plain of lava, and the disparity of size tends to make incredible any true homologybetween the "tumuli" and the
lunar domes, even allowing forthe low value of gravityon
the moon. Moreover, if there were a true homology,the
domes could not be considered evidence of as many tappings of gas from the deep interiorof the moon, that is,
evidence of true volcanism. An apparentlyrmuch better
explanation is that these domes representolder "craters"
or isolated reliefs which were flooded and smoothed over
by lava of the maria, and then left standing up after the
floodinglava sank away on all sides of each dome.

Ordinarilythe inner heightof the lunar crater rim
is more than double its outer height; ordinarilythe
outer heightof the Vesuvian crater rim is more than
double its inner height. The lunar crater is sunk
in the lunar plain; the Vesuvian crater is perched
on a mountain top. ... The smooth inner plain
characteristicof so many lunar craters is either rare
or unknownin cratersof the Vesuvian type.

Gilbertconcludes:
Thus, throughthe expressionof every feature the
lunar crater emphatically denies kinship with the
ordinary volcanoes of the earth. If it was once
nourished by a vital fluid, that fluid was not the
steam-gorgedlav-a of Vesuvius and Etna.

The presentwriterbelieves that this argument
of Gilbertholds good even if it were proved that
in its infancythe moon ridded itselfof volatile
matterwith the explosive power of a Vesuvian
volcano.
Concerningvolcanoes of the Hawaiian type,
Gilbertwrote:
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As long ago pointed out by Dana, they resemble
the moon's craters much more closely than do those
of ordinary volcanoes. They agree with lunar
craters in the possession of inner plains, and to a
certain extent in the terracingof their inner walls.
They differin the fact that they occupy the tops of
mountains; in the absence of the wreath; in the
absence of the central hill, and usually in the presence of level terraces due to the formationof successive crusts. In my judgment the differencesfar
outweighthe resemblances,and I have not succeeded
in imaginingsuch peculiaritiesof local condition as
mightaccount forthe divergencein form.
Finally, Gilbert discussed volcanoes belonging
to the remaining terrestrial type of volcanoes,
namely the maars, each of which is small and
represents "an explosion of steam," unaccompanied by emission of lava. He thought it
possible that such vents might be identified on
the moon if it were possible to have the "better
seeing" necessary in the case of a relatively
minute feature like a maar.
Gilbert phrased his general conclusion as
follows:
The volcanic theory,as a whole, is thereforerejected, but a limited use may be found forthe maar
phase of volcanic action in case no other theorv
proves broad enough forall the phenomena.
The arguments of the master must be given
special weight because they are those of a geologist who had had extensive field experience in
volcanic fields and in his profession was almost
unrivalled with respect to rigor of thought and
fairmindedness in controversial matters. Since
he wrote, a good many investigators, most of
whom have never made serious study of terrestrial volcanism, have discarded the volcanic
theory of the lunar pits, but few of them have so
explicitly based reasoning on quantitative considerations.
Suess (1895 and 1918) was so impressed by the
size of the "craters" that he was led to regard
them as loci of regional fusion of the crust. To
supply the needed energy he assumed a colossal
amount of superheated gas in the moon's body,
and thought that this gas emanated at points
around which the crustal fusion took place. For
Suess the lunar refusions were homologues of the
regional refusions of the earth's crust by rising
batholithic magma, and he seems to have reliedon
the collection of extremely hot gas from the deep
interior as a sufficientcause of the superheat of
the magma itself. However, it is now clear
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that so great superheatcannot be postulatedfor
terrestrialmagma. According to Suess, the
high rims, the characteristicboundaries of the
lunar depressions,were formedin two stages:
firstby the peripheralchillingof the lava derived
by crustal refusionand spread over the moon's
surface; and by later subsidence in the broad
centralarea of each regionof refusion. Here he
reliedon Ebert's experiments,intendedto duplicate the effectsof crustal refusion. No homologues of the results of these experimentsare
knownto be representedanywherein terrestrial
geologyon the scale of the lunar maria, and one
may well question the relevancyof Ebert's experimentswhich failed to reproduce the spectacular ruggedness,serrateness,of the rims of
the lunar "craters."
Thus all published versions of the volcanic
and in the
hypothesisface serious difficulties,
writer'sopinionthereis much morehope of success in accounting for the large, dominant depressionson the moon as primarilythe resultsof
as many infalls.
We now returnto our main line of thoughtappraisal of the earth-fragmenthypothesis.
We must suppose many of the fragmentstorn
out of the earth to have been projectedbeyond
Roche's limit. For the earth this limitis about
11,000milesor 17,500kilometersfromthecenter.
Inside the limitany fragmentswould have been
comminutedby the earth's powerfulattraction
and the aggregationof theseby theirown mutual
attractionwould be impossible,just as in the
case of the particlesin Saturn's rings. It is out
of the question to declare the range of sizes for
the flyingfragments;yet it is not undulystraining probabilityto assume that one of the earthfragmentsor else a wreckedand captured planetoid, safely outside Roche's limit, was large
enough to gatherin with comparativespeed the
otherfragments,
thusgrowingto the mass of the
existing moon. Rapid radiation might well
have developed a continuouscrust beforemany
of the laggard fragmentswere gathered in.
Would not the scars made by these late infalls
account for the great majority of the lunar
"craters"? Tests leading to an (affirmative)
answer to this question will be the next subject
fordiscussion.
Among the facts to be accounted forare: (1)
the great sizes of the typical "craters"; (2) the
close approach of their rims or "wreaths" to
circularity; (3) the composition, remarkable
heights, and often-extremeruggedness of the
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rims; (4) the relative smoothnessof floors;(5) tributed throughthe fragment,this would be
the large numberof cases where each "crater" heated about 20000 C. See discussionby R. S.
is provided with a central peak; (6) the light- Woodward, reported by Gilbert (1895: 258).
tinted rays emanating froma few of the great However, there can be no doubt that most of
pits; and (7) the relationof the "craters" to the the heat would be concentratedat the interface
maria whichoccupy so much of the moon's face. betweenfragmentand lunar body, accordingto
Permanentscarsdue to impactobviouslymean the principlealready described in the case of
true solidity for the surface material. This is collision between earth and planetoid. If the
were great enough,
thoughtto have been early securedby crystalli- mass of an earth-fragment
sialic or quasi-sialic much silicate material close to the interface
zation of the differentiated
layer. On account of the low value of lunar would be meltedand, in all probability,volatilgravity such a crust need not have exceeded ized.10 Thus it seems reasonable to suppose
about 10 kilometersin thicknessin orderto sup- that the initial splashing and other plastic deport the reliefof the fullyscarred body. The formationof the lunarcrust (includingupturnof
earth presents no evidence of similar scarring solid crust-rockaround the area of impact)
(either in topographyor crustal structure) by should in many cases have been supplemented
that fell back after the by the displacementsdue to gaseous explosion.
those earth-fragments
originalcata-strophe. Upholders of the impact The net resultwould be analogous to the metetheoryhave satisfactorilyexplained this fact by oriticdeformationat MleteorCrater in Arizona.
the much moreprolongedliquidityof the planet As Barringer (1924) has so well argued, this
at surface, a condition forbiddingpermanent analogy eases understandingof leading features
hypothesishere of the lunar "craters."
scarring. The earth-fragment
But the MieteorCrater analogy fails for the
proposedtendsto supporttheircontention.
lunar "craters" that have broad, flat
many
Clavius,
like
plains
walled
The diametersofthe
Ptolemy,Plato, and Grimaldirangefrom100 to floors-a form that almost inevitably means
300 kilometers; those of the mountain-rings, formerliquidityforthe floormaterial.
Theoretically,massive infallscould give such
from25 to 100 kilometers. But the separation
liquidity in more ways than one: (1)
localized
the
from
of the two classes fromeach otherand
at the interfacebetween fragment
melting
kilometers
by
25
5
to
from
pits
numerous
more
still
in diameter and curiouslv distinguished by and moon,with rise of this remeltedrock to the
selenographers under the specialized name, surface; or (2) by rise of substratum magma
craters, is arbitrary. In view of their transi- througha relativelythincrustwheresmashedby
tionalrelationall threeclasses are, in the present the impact; or (3) by local but extensivedownpaper, grouped under the name "craters," the stoping of the broken crust, accompanied by
quotation marks implying that they have upwelling of the primary substratum melt.
nothing to do with true volcanic pits. The That the rise of substratum magma was the
width of the great pits means that the earth- mostimportantcause is suggestedby the present
fragmentsheld to have been responsiblefortheir depth of the floorbelow the mean level of the
formationmust have hladgreat individualmass, lunar surface. For the larger "craters" the
of level probablyaverages about 1,000
thoughwithmean diametersconsiderablysmaller difference
of this fact has to take
Explanation
meters.
"craters."
than those of the respective
Later we shall note the possibilitythat a few account of the fact that each scarring earthof the "craters" were due to infallof meteorites. fragmentrepresented material added to the
If a meteoritewith average velocitystruckthe moon at the "crater" made by its infall. Two
causes for the excessive deepeningcan
moon it would have the same scarringpower as different
with several times be derived from the particular version of the
one of our earth-fragments
its diameter. The infall velocity of the latter impact theoryhere offered.
First, we note the vesicularityof the terreswould be of the same orderas the maximumdue
trial
fragmentswhen these, which had been
about
namely,
to the moon's gravitationalpull,
2.4 kilometersper second or about one-tenthto more or less saturated with gas at the depths
of the speeds of "fallingstars."
one-thirtieth
10 According to C. Cranz and K. Becker (1921: 449) 95
Most of the kineticenergyof the fallenearth- per cent of the mass of more than one millionbullets fired
fragmentwould be convertedinto heat. If all into a sand heap was volatilized-the velocity of each
dis- bullet being only about 1,000 meters per second.
the energybecame heat and were uniformly
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and correspondinghigh pressuresof the earth, supportof that view, appeal has been made to a
were tornout and so were releasedfromthe high fancied homology with the nested cone-crater
pressureupon them. Some of this vesicularity reliefseen at the tops of terrestrialvolcanoes of
would persisteven afterthe projectileswere ag- the Vesuvian type. In the writer's opinion
gregatedas a globularnucleusforthe moon. In whatever resemblance there may be is merely
view of the low value of lunar gravityand the formaland not genetic. In spite of prolonged
relativelyfeeblepower of weightto squeeze out search no observerhas ever been able to demonthe gas bubbles, we may suppose the surface stratea craterletat the top of any central peak,
shell of our satellite to have been, and remain, though Schmidt and a few other selenologists
notably porous. However, the intensepressure have claimed one in the case of Timocharis.
at the place of infall,aided by any associated Moreover,the shapes of many of the peaks are
remeltingof the crust,would tend to close the not those expectedon the volcanic theory.
pores, with the escape of the gas enclosed in
Most writers who favor some form of the
them. In this way the densityof the crust at impact theory for the lunar "craters" explain
the loci of impact may well have been consider- each central peak as the piled-up product of
ably increased perhapsby 20 per cent or more. centrifugal,return movements of the moon's
Afterisostaticadjustmentand ultimatefreezing plastic-solidmaterial fromthe "crater" rimsof the lava pools the surface of the mended as a phenomenonof recoil. While this explanacrust at these loci would stand lower than the tion seems mechanicallysound and supported
mean surfaceof the lunar crust as a whole.
by laboratory experiments,as well as by the
Secondly, there are visible details of form existenceof a low but distinctcentral"peak" on
which stronglysuggest outward splashingfrom the originalfloorof the Meteor Craterin Arizona
the regionof the "crater" floor,withthe addition (fide Barringer,1924: 5), our generalearth-fragof much of the displaced rock to the "wreath" ment hypothesis suggests another explanation
rimmingthe "crater" pit.
which may well be supplementaryif not comMuch of the sialic rockforceddown in the hot, petitive. Because of concentrationof the heat
liquid substratumwould be expected to melt in of impact at the interfacebetween moon and
depth, where it would diffuseoutward forsome fragment,the temperatureat the opposite end
distance away fromthe pit. If, by exception, of the fragmentsmight,as Gilbert (1895: 272)
there were little horizontal movement of that suggestedin principle,fall short of the melting
kind, the remeltedsial would rise again. It is "point" or even shortof the pointwhereplasticconceivablethat in rarecases thisrelativelylight ity under lunar gravitycould flattenthe whole
melt did not rise until the simatic liquid of the of the fragment. Retainingconsiderableporosrespective "crater" floorswas frozen. In that ity and correspondinglow density,the residual,
case the thin simatic crust might have been unmeltedpart of the terrestrialfragmentwould
pushed up with a more or less complete filling thereforefloatin the risensima. That remnant
of the pit. In this way can we account for would be kept not far fromthe center of the
Wargentin,whose flat flooris nearly on a level "crater" by the strengthof the wrecked but
with the rim?11
more or less coherentcrust between the locus
About halfof the larger"craters" containone of impact and the "crater" rim. Freezing of
or more peaks projectingfrom the floorsand the risen sima would furtherguarantee permagenerallynot far fromthe centers of the wide nent fixationof the residualof the fragmentat or
pits. In all cases these central peaks are lower near the centerof the pit.
than the correspondingrims. For advocates of
Since the terrestrialfragmentscame from
the volcanic hypothesisthe central peaks are differentdepths in the planet, the release of
volcanic cones, built up by igneous action some pressure upon them greatly varied and the
time after much more powerfulvolcanism had resultingporosityvaried fromfragmentto fragdeveloped rim or "wreath" and flat floor. In ment. We can find here one reason why the
heightsof the central peaks, regardedas in at
1' Or was Gilbert (1895: 282) nearer the truth when
he least approximately hydrostatic equilibrium
suggested that Wargentin is a "tmountainring," that is,
an old walled plain whose floorwas raised by lava flooded with the simatic layer,should differso much.
On the other hand, it is not hard to conceive
in from a neighboringmare? In such case the plateaulike mass would representan uncompensated load on the that fragmentsof low porosityand thereforeof
lunar crust.
relativelyhighdensity,especiallythose that fell
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into areas where because of earlier bombard- ally high tension,is conceivable. Anotherposmentsthe lunarcrustwas speciallythinor weak, sibility is to be entertained: unusually violent
were completely disintegratedor absorbed bv explosioncaused by the infallof relativelysmall
the simaticlayer,leavingno visiblewitnessof its meteorites,strikingthe moon at their normal
formerexistence as a separate body. In this velocities generally more than ten times the
way we might account for the "craters" that velocity enforcedmerelyby the moon's attraction. To this second explanation no a priori
lack centralpeaks.
To illustratea fact obvious to every observer objection is manifest,but this idea is only supwith a powerfultelescope, Gilbert (1895: 265) plementarvto, and not inconsistentwith, the
hypothemeasured the "conjugate diametersand through general validityof the earth-fragment
In
craters.
[large]
120
of
SiS.
them the ellipticities
One othercharacteristicof the "craters" needs
of these the ellipticityis less than
three-fourths
it is less than .2; in twenty- consideration. They are numerous in all lati.1; in eleven-twelfths
nine-thirtiethsit is less than .3." For some tudes, high as well as low. This fact matches
selenologiststhis close approach to circularity expectation if we assume that nearly all the
has meant a fatal objection to any formof the "craters" were formedby the infallof terrestrial
impact theoryof the lunar "craters." During fragments. XVehave seen that when the earth
nearly a centuryof controversytheirargument itselfexploded,with or withouta glancingblow
has run: since many infallswould have to be in froma planetoid,the liquid fragmentswere sent
directions at high angles to the vertical, the out fromthe centerofexplosionin all directions.
corresponding "craters" in large proportion Hence manyof the flyingmasses had trajectories
should have much greaterthan even the maxi- highlyinclinedto the moon's equatorial plane.
mum ellipticitydeterminedby Gilbert. That When these fragmentsfell they made scars at
reasoning,however,has been shown to be falla- high latitudes. The scars at low latitudeswere
cious through variously-designedexperiments, made by fragmentshaving trajectoriesnearer
including those with rifles firinginto plastic the plane of the lunar equator. In this way we
materials,and throughstudy of the pits made can understandthe pockmarkingof our satellite
by both "live" and "dud" artilleryshells that frompole to pole.12
The problemof the maria will not be discussed
entered the ground at high angles with the
vertical. Barringer(1924: 14) has broughtcor- in detail. Gilbert, like some other selenograroborative evidence from the nearly circular phers,could findno evidenceof a geneticdistincMeteor Crater of Arizona where he findsthat tion between "craters" and maria, and regarded
the great hole was formedby a meteoriteplung- these last as the loci of infallof,and meltingby,
ing at an angle of about 450 with the vertical. specially massive bodies (the "moonlets" of his
In view of all the data bearingon a trulycom- theory). He thoughtthat the moon was solid
plex problem in mechanics, a problem loudly throughoutits historyand never included thin
crying for "second thoughts," it seems clear crustand liquid substratum. For him thisview
hypothesisgives ade- was a logical deduction from his "moonlet"
that the earth-fragment
quate accountingforthe roundnessof the lunar hypothesis. Shaler (1903: 8 & 15) assigned a
volcanic originto the "craters" but saw in the
"craters."
maria areas of melting by the infall of giant
Tycho,
including
Ten of the great "craters,"
Copernicus, Kepler, Aristarchus,Proclus, and bolides,withoutthe riseofsubcrustallava. The
Anaxagoras, are centers from which "bright present writer finds more satisfaction in the
rays" extend to distances of hundredsof kilo- belief that the floodinglava of the maria was
meters. The origin of the rays has been long chieflyderived fromthe vitreoussubstratumof
suggestionsoffered. the young moon, just as in the case of the lavasought and several different
Wright (1935: 108) has shown reasons for pre- covered floorsof the "craters," and relates the
in superficialextentto the size of the
ferringthat one whichattributesthemto violent difference
not
were
developed
explosion. Since similarrays
12 Gilbert (1895: 275) sensed the difficulty
of correlating
around the great majorityof the "craters,"it is
the impact theory with the
of
version
"moonlet"
his
clear that the exceptional energy displayed at abundance of "craters" at high latitudes. He met it by
each center needs special explanation. Erup- assuming that the moon's axis of rotation was not contion of the Vesuvian type, resultingfromgas stant, but his suggestionas to a cause forthe inconstancy
whichforsome reasonhad been underexception- seems quite inadequate.
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infallenmasses.13 Afterthe presentpaper was
nearly completed,it was discoveredthat Bald-win(1942 and 1943) had come to the same conclusion. He too assumes the infallen bodies
(which he calls "meteorites"), large and small,
to have been fragmentsof the earth, but offers
-no theoryof their disruptionfromthe planet.
His explanation of the gigantic striationsand
groovingsof the lunarcrustsouthand southwest
of Mare Imbrium (so flearly marked in the
Loewy-Puiseux atlas) is practically identical
with that offeredby Gilbertin 1895.
It is, of course, conceivable that the maremaking,infallenbodies were asteroidsor "planetoids" ratherthan fragmentsof the earth.'4
It is noteworthythat the observedvariationof
albedo over the lunar surfaceappears to corroborate our general hypothesis of origins. In
average the surfacereflectsabout 7 per cent of
the sun's light. Accordingto Russell, Dugan,
and Stewart (1926: 174), the percentagewould
rise to perhaps as much as 10 if irregularities
were smoothed out. This is greater than the
albedo of basalt and smaller than the albedo of
13 Is it possible that some "craters" in high latitudes re-

sulted from infalls of moon-fragmentssent flyingin all
directions when the huge masses responsible for the Imbrium and other maria struck the moon? Many of these
missiles would have to fall back into the moon, permanently scarringthe surface outside the liquid maria, with
comparatively few fallinginto the mare regionsaftertheir
lava was solidified.
14 Elger (1895: 12) explains the wide "mountain
rings"
as walled plains which were "partially overwhelmed by
the material of the 'seas.' " It does look as if the "overwhelming" took the formof floodingfromthe maria when
the lava of these was liquid and of low viscosity. Wideranging spills over the old, scarred crust would be expected because of the temporary superelevation of the
lava surfaceof a mare by (a) the addition of the matter of
the fragmentto each mare sector, and (b) the expanded
condition of the highly heated lava of whatever source.
With the progressivefreezingand hence considerable contraction of the mare lava, accompanied by isostatic readjustment of the cat-astrophicallydisturbed figureof the
moon, much of the still-liquid lava of the flooded region
would flow back to the mare region, leaving behind a
relativelysmooth veneer of chilled, immobilized lava over
the flooded area. The old "crater" depressions would
have been greatlyshallowed by the permanently-heldlava
of the flood. The final reliefsin the flooded area should
thereforebe low, the old walled plains having become
mountain rings; smaller "craters" would in general have
lost craterformand become comparativelysmooth domes,
the "laccolithic" domes of Tomkins, and originally low
peaks would have lost sharpness, even approaching the
shapes of elliptical domes. Many examples of such small
reliefsof the last two kinds are to be found in the Carpathian Mountain regionand elsewhere.
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obsidian. We recall that, fromother evidence,
the Wright committee found the surface material to behave optically as if it mightbe volcanic ash or pumice. A pumiceous or at least
highlyvesicular characteris expected fromthe
terms of the favored hypothesisof the moon's
genesis. Moreover, the assumption of a thin
sialic layeralreadydifferentiated
and solidifiedat
the time of bombardmentis fortifiedby the
facts recorded about the moon's albedo. Selenographershave adopted a ten-step scale for
estimates of light-reflecting
power. From Neison's text the presentwriterhas compiled the
followingtable, showing the relative average
brightnessof wall and floorof many "craters":
Number
averaged

Diameter
in miles

Brightness
of wall

Brightness
of floor

51
17
7
3

10-30
30-50
50-70
70-100

6.0
5.0
5.3
5.0

3.6
3.6
2.75
2.3

The maria have about the same brightnessas
that of the broader"crater" floors.
The table gives quantitativeexpressionto the
well recognizedfact that the innerslopes of the
"crater" walls have a much higheralbedo than
the floors. The table also suggests that this
contrast of wall and floor becomes still more
pronounced as the diameter of the "craters"
increases. The underlyingcause for both rules
is reasonablyfoundif we assume, in accordance
with our general hypothesis,that the original
crustof the moon was largelysialic and that the
bulk of the floor material is simatic because
derived from a substratumwhich, during the
periodof infalls,was liquid and eruptible. Support forthe second assumptionhas already been
found;that forthe firstassumptionis contained
in the expectation that the inner slope of each
"crater" should representthe edge of the crust
whereupturnedby violentimpact.
The so-called mountain ranges of the moon
were explained by Gilbertas giganticanalogues
of the "crater" rims, representingwidespread,
plastic uplift of the crust around the mariajust as the "crater" rims were forhim also the
effectsof peripheralupturningof the crustwhere
struckby the smaller,"crater"-makingmissiles.
The same principlecan be applied in the cases
wherethe mountainupliftswere occasioned,not
by the infallof "moonlets"of Gilbert'sdefinition
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but by the infall of terrestrialfragments(or
perhaps planetoids)15
SUMMARY

To be successfulany attempt to tell how and
when the moon was born must be based on a
trueidea as to the originof the solar system- an
unsolved problemwhich is not only outside the
scope of laboratory experiment but also, at
critical points, beyond mathematical control,
the second major aid to scientific progress.
Similarly,neitherexperimentnor mathematical
reasoningcan enable us to trace with absolute
confidencethe steps of an imagined derivation
of the moon fromthe earth. Cosmogonistsare
forcedto believethat,iftrulya fact,such derivation includedcatastropheof a kind that permits
neitherexperimentalimitationnormathematical
analysis. There is only one other method left
forexaminingthe worthof the catastrophehypothesis: to develop all promisingguesses about
a possiblecause, with the hope of lightingon one
that best explains the facts known about the
moon itself,its relation to the earth, and the
relationof both to the rest of the solar system
The correlations demand the pyramiding of
assumptions. In this paper the assumptions
made are numerousand mostofthemlack strong
sanctionfromcosmogonists.
It is suggestedthat the fragmentationof the
young earth was the product of either internal
forceor externalforceor of theircombination.
Accordingto two closely-relatedconjectures,the
primitiveearth, supposed to be liquid at the
surface,lost to outer space much of its mass by
explosion and that with the loss of mass went
much of the originalangularmomentum,leaving
only the respectiveamounts representedin the
existing earth-moon system. According to a
third conjecture, a "planetoid," captured because of tangential, slicing, collision with the
liquid earth, broughtwith it so much angular
momentumas to ensure its perpetuationas a
separate, revolvingbody-the moon we know.
All threeguesses led to the conceptionthat ini15 If the crustingof the moon began when that body-was
comparativelynear the earth, the tides set up in the moon
should have been powerful. It seems possible that the
tidal currentskept breakingup the new crustand upending
the irregularpieces. If this were the
and rafting-together
case, the reliefof the crust, when finallycomplete, would
be extremelyrough. Can we thus findpartial explanation
for the chaotic topography of the Apennines and other
"mountain ranges" of the moon?

A. DALY
tiallyliquid fragmentswere exploded out of the
planet, well beyond Roche's limit. Many- of
these were gravitativel aggregatedby the pull
of master fragmentor captured "planetoid" to
make the substance of our moon, and the somewhat diminishedearth felt a prolongedrain of
large and small.
other earth-fragments,
With the earth-fragmenthypothesis it appears possible to account for: (1) the measured
mass and mean density of the moon and the
distributionof densitywithinit; (2) its general
shape and implied degree of strength; (3) the
small deviation of its orbital plane from the
earth's equatorial plane at the time when the
two bodies were close together; (4) the close
similaritybetweenthe earth's periodof rotation
and the period of the moon's revolution,at the
same early epoch; (5) topographic features of
our satellite which many selenologists have
thought to demand a volcanic origin for the
larger "craters"; (6) some rare cases of hills so
alined as to suggest their upbuilding by comparativelyfeeblevolcanic action; (7) the bright
"rays" stretchedout from a small number of
"craters," like Tycho and Copernicus; (8) both
presence and absence of central peaks in the
"craters"; (9) the average albedo and range of
albedo over the lunar surface; and (10) the
polarization-angleand specificheat of the surface material.
Other featuresof the lunar topographyseem
also to find reasonable explanation. Among
them are: the terracingof some "crater" walls;
the local wrinklingof, and degree of roughness
of, the surfacesof the maria; the overlappingof
of the
"crater" on "crater"; the "crater"-pitting
maria; the long-puzzling"rills" and so-called
"valleys"; the ratherrare cliffstypifiedby the
Straight Wall; and the extraordinarywhiteness
of Aristarchusand otherlocal areas. Discussion
of these subsidiaryproblemswould have lengthened this paper beyond intendedlimits.
If the moon did originateby the disruptionof
an earthwhichwas liquid at the surface,the terrestrialconditionsimplied would be such as to
aid attack on some principal,insistent,and as
yet unansweredquestionsabout the earth itself.
Among the items in this formidablelist are: the
range and distributionof internaltemperature,
strength,and elasticity; the fundamentalconditions for igneous action and for mountainbuilding; the origin of continents and ocean
basins; the state of the iron core; and the supposed deviation of the sealevel figureof our
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planet from that of a biaxial ellipsoid in fluid
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